Screening Outcomes in Older US Women Undergoing Multiple Mammograms in Community Practice: Does Interval, Age, or Comorbidity Score Affect Tumor Characteristics or False Positive Rates?
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Background
Uncertainty exists about the appropriate use of screening mammography among older women because comorbid illnesses may diminish the benefit of screening. We examined the risk of adverse tumor characteristics and false positive rates according to screening interval, age, and comorbidity.

Methods
From January 1999 to December 2006, data were collected prospectively on 2993 older women with breast cancer and 137,949 older women without breast cancer who underwent mammography at facilities that participated in a data linkage between the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium and Medicare claims. Women were aged 66 to 89 years at study entry to allow for measurement of 1 year of preexisting illnesses. We used logistic regression analyses to calculate the odds of advanced (IIb, III, IV) stage, large (>20 millimeters) tumors, and 10-year cumulative probability of false-positive mammography by screening frequency (1 vs 2 years), age, and comorbidity score. The comorbidity score was derived using the Klabunde approximation of the Charlson score. All statistical tests were two-sided.

Results
Adverse tumor characteristics did not differ statistically significantly by comorbidity, age, or interval. Cumulative probability of a false-positive mammography result was higher among annual screeners than biennial screeners irrespective of comorbidity: 48.0% (95% confidence interval [CI] = 46.1% to 49.9%) of annual screeners aged 66 to 74 years had a false-positive result compared with 29.0% (95% CI = 28.1% to 29.9%) of biennial screeners.

Conclusion
Women aged 66 to 89 years who undergo biennial screening mammography have similar risk of advanced-stage disease and lower cumulative risk of a false-positive recommendation than annual screeners, regardless of comorbidity.

but were substantially lower for those with heart disease. A recent decision analysis model showed that biennial screening provides a better balance of benefits and harms than annual intervals, with overdiagnosis increasing substantially after age 69 years (15). Our study extends this literature by reporting whether the benefits (detection of early-stage disease) and harms (false-positive mammography or biopsy recommendation) differ by screening interval and comorbidity among older women undergoing screening mammography in community practice.

**Methods**

**Study Setting and Data Sources**

Data were obtained from the four Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium (BCSC) mammography registries (http://breast-screening.cancer.gov) (16) that participated in linkage of BCSC records and Medicare claims data—Carolina Mammography Registry, New Hampshire Mammography Network, San Francisco Mammography Registry, and Vermont Breast Cancer Surveillance System—and from a fifth registry, Group Health Cooperative in western Washington, an integrated health-care system from which claims data were also available for the assessment of comorbidity.

Registries collected data, including patient characteristics and clinical information at each mammogram, from community radiology facilities. Radiologists’ assessments and recommendations were based on the American College of Radiology’s Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) (17). Breast cancer diagnoses and tumor characteristics were obtained by linking BCSC data to hospital-based pathology services, regional Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) programs, and/or state tumor registries. Data were pooled at a central statistical coordinating center. Registries and the coordinating center received institutional review board approval for active or passive consenting processes or a waiver of consent to enroll participants, link data, and perform analysis. All procedures were Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act compliant, and registries and the coordinating center received a Federal Certificate of Confidentiality and other protections for the identities of women, physicians, and facilities.

Women receiving mammograms between 1999 and 2006 at one of the four registries participating in the Medicare linkage were linked to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ Medicare Program Master Enrollment file by unique Medicare identifiers such as name, date of birth, and social security number (86.8% match rate). Medicare enrollment information for this period and all Medicare claims data were included in the database. Claims data from 1999 to 2006, including diagnostic and procedure codes for all health services obtained from Group Health Cooperative, were also available for women receiving a mammogram within the Group Health registry.

**Participants**

Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the two study populations: women diagnosed with breast cancer and those without breast cancer. Women who received a screening mammogram captured by one of the participating BCSC registries were included if they were aged 66 to 89 years at the time of the mammogram and were continuously enrolled in Medicare parts A and B and not enrolled in Medicare Advantage or were continuously enrolled in Group Health Cooperative for 1 year before the mammogram. We made this restriction to ensure complete capture of administrative claims data to assess comorbidity status. To further ensure complete
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**Figure 1.** Flowchart of study population of 292,436 women who had mammograms at five sites from 1999 to 2006 when aged 66 to 89 years. DCIS = ductal carcinoma in situ.
capture of claims, we excluded mammograms in the BCSC database for which a corresponding Medicare claim or Group Health record for a mammogram could not be found within 7 days before or after the exam date recorded in the BCSC database. To be included in the analysis, women needed to have sufficient data to calculate a Charlson score.

**Participants in the Analyses of Tumor Characteristics.** Analyses of breast tumor characteristics included women meeting the above eligibility criteria who were diagnosed with an incident invasive breast cancer or ductal carcinoma in situ, either screen-detected or interval cancer, between 1999 and 2006 and who had at least two screening mammograms before diagnosis. Women were classified based on the time between the two screening examinations as annual (9–18 months) or biennial (18–30 months) screeners (Figure 2). We restricted analyses to breast cancers diagnosed within a specified follow-up period after a woman’s index examination (prior screening mammography closest to breast cancer diagnosis): within 1 year for annual screeners and 2 years for biennial screeners. To allow adequate follow-up, we included only index examinations that occurred at least 1 year before the end of complete cancer data collection by a woman’s BCSC registry for annual screeners and at least 2 years for biennial screeners (Figure 2).

**Participants in the Cumulative Analyses of False-Positive Probabilities.** To assess cumulative false-positive probabilities, we included the first and subsequent screening mammography examinations from 1999 to 2006 on women without a personal history of breast cancer and without a breast cancer diagnosis within 1 year of screening mammography. To ensure an accurate count of mammography examinations, we censored women at their prior screening examination if their self-reported time since last examination differed from that in the BCSC database by more than 6 months.

**Measures and Definitions**

**Comorbidity.** Of comorbidity measures developed to date, the Charlson index has been most extensively studied (18,19). Each condition included in the original Charlson index conferred an independent relative risk of death of 1.2. The comorbid conditions in the original Charlson index were weighted so that those leading to relative risks between 1.2 and less than 1.5 were scored as 1; those leading to relative risks between 1.5 and less than 2.5 were scored as 2; those leading to relative risks between 2.5 and less than 3.5 were scored as 3; and two conditions with a relative risk of 6 or more were scored as 6. The total scores calculated by tallying these weighted scores range from 1 to 6 (0 if comorbidity is absent) and are then collapsible into four summary categories: 0, 1 to 2, 3 to 4, and 5 points. Scores based on the Charlson index were estimated using claims data for the 1-year period before each screening mammogram (18). We used Medicare claims data from the inpatient, outpatient, and physician files and Group Health records for all medical encounters. These different data sources have been shown to be complementary for identifying comorbid conditions (20), and both claims-based and medical record–based comorbidity measures have demonstrated their utility in survival models (21). We used International Classification of Disease, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification and Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System codes to estimate Charlson scores, using the modification of Klabunde and colleagues (22) to account for possible misclassification using codes from physician claims. Comorbidity scores were calculated using an SAS macro provided by the National Cancer Institute (http://healthservices.cancer.gov/semrmc/device/comorbidity.html). (Supplementary Table 1, available online, shows the Charlson conditions and their weights).

**Demographic Variables.** At each mammogram, patient health surveys included questions on age and race/ethnicity. We used self-reported race/ethnicity to categorize women as non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black, Hispanic, Asian/Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, Native American/Native Alaskan or other/mixed race. If self-reported race/ethnicity was missing, we used information from cancer registries for the analysis of tumor characteristics.

**Anthropometry.** Self-reported data on weight and height were used to calculate body mass index (kg/m²). Body mass index was calculated according to categories of the World Health Organization: underweight (<18.5 kg/m²), normal (18.5–24.9 kg/m²), overweight (25–29.9 kg/m²), obese I (30–34.9 kg/m²), obese II/III (≥35).

**Breast Cancer Classification.** Breast cancers were classified according to the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging system, sixth edition (23). We defined advanced stage disease as AJCC stages IIB, III, or IV and large tumors as greater than or equal to 20 mm. For 4.8% of invasive cancers, stage was classified as early or advanced based on summary stage and other tumor characteristics because of missing AJCC stage.

**Mammography Examinations.** Examinations were considered screening based on the indication reported by radiologists. To minimize the risk of misclassifying diagnostic mammography as
screening, we excluded mammography examinations that were unilateral or were preceded by a breast-imaging examination within the prior 9 months. “First mammography” refers to examinations in women with no prior mammograms in the BCSC database, no indication of comparison films, and no self-report of a prior mammogram. “Subsequent mammography” refers to examinations that occur after a first screening mammogram.

A false positive recall or biopsy recommendation was defined as a positive screening examination with no invasive carcinoma or ductal carcinoma in situ diagnosis within 1 year or before the next screening examination, whichever occurred first. A screening examination was considered positive for recall if the initial BI-RADS assessment was: 0, needs additional imaging evaluation; 4, suspicious abnormality; 5, highly suggestive of malignancy; or 3, probably benign finding with a recommendation for immediate follow-up. A screening examination was considered positive for biopsy recommendation if the final BI-RADS assessment after all imaging workup and within 90 days after the screening exam (final assessment) was 4 or 5—or was 0 or 3 with a recommendation for biopsy, fine needle aspiration, or surgical consult. Exams were excluded from the biopsy recommendation analysis if the final assessment 90 days after the screening mammography was BI-RADS 0 with a recommendation for additional imaging, nonspecified workup, or missing a recommendation.

Statistical Analysis
We estimated the distribution of risk factors among women with and without breast cancer stratified by annual or biennial screening intervals. Among breast cancer cases, we estimated the proportion with invasive cancer vs ductal carcinoma in situ. Among women with invasive cancer, we estimated distributions of tumor stage, size, and node positivity at diagnosis by interval, comorbidity, and age group (66–74 vs 75–89 years). We used logistic regression to estimate odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of adverse (vs more favorable) tumor stage, tumor size, and nodes associated with biennial vs annual screening by comorbidity and age group. Odds ratios in logistic regression models were adjusted for age in years, race/ethnicity, and BCSC registry.

We estimated the cumulative probability of false-positive results using previously developed methods (24). Women were able to contribute multiple screening mammograms to this analysis, and screening interval was treated as a time-varying covariable calculated at each mammogram based on the elapsed time since the most recent prior screening mammogram. Briefly, we fit logistic regression models for false-positive results at the first mammogram and at each subsequent screening round conditional on screening round number, total number of screening rounds before censoring, screening interval, comorbidity, and BCSC registry. All estimates were stratified by age group (66–74 vs 75–89 years of age) and by the Charlson comorbidity score (≥1 vs 0). We combined estimates of the false-positive risk at each subsequent screening round to obtain woman-level cumulative false-positive probabilities after 10 years of repeat screening. We report fitted values from this model by comorbidity, screening interval, and age and standardized to the BCSC registry distribution using indirect (marginal) standardization.

Analyses of tumor characteristics were performed in SAS software, version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Analyses of cumulative false-positive probabilities were performed using R 2.10.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). All statistical tests were two-sided.

Results
Characteristics of the Study Population for Analysis of Tumor Characteristics
We included 2993 women with invasive breast cancer or ductal carcinoma in situ who had screening examinations within 1- or 2-year intervals and a Charlson score (Figure 1). The majority were aged 66 to 74 years, white, overweight, and with minimal comorbidity, as reflected by the Charlson score of 0. Specifically, just less than 27% of the breast cancer cases had a Charlson score greater than or equal to 1 (Table 1).

Risk of Adverse Tumor Characteristics by Screening Interval
In general, the proportion of invasive tumors associated with less favorable prognostic characteristics (stage IIb or higher, size >20mm, and positive lymph nodes) was higher in the group aged 66 to 74 years than in the group aged 75 to 89 years (Table 4). Even though the proportion with adverse tumor characteristics was generally higher for women aged 66 to 74 years with a Charlson score greater than or equal to 1 within screening intervals (Table 4), there was no statistically significant association between comorbidity and tumor characteristics (Table 3). The proportion with adverse tumor characteristics was similar among annual and biennial screeners (Table 2). We did not observe more adverse tumor characteristics at diagnosis associated with biennial vs annual screening in adjusted models (Table 3).

Cumulative Probability of False-Positive Mammography and Biopsy
We included 137,949 women with screening exams without breast cancer (Table 4). Twenty-eight percent of the women in the analysis of the cumulative probability of false-positive mammography and biopsy had one mammogram during the study period (1999–2006), approximately 21% had two mammograms, 17% had three, 13% had four, and approximately 21% had five or more mammograms (Table 4). Cumulative probability of a false positive recall was higher among annual than biennial screeners irrespective of comorbidity (Table 5). When screening women aged 66 to 74 years with comorbidity, the cumulative probability of a woman receiving at least one false-positive recall after 10 years was 48.0% (95% CI = 46.1% to 49.9%) with annual and 29.0% (95% CI = 28.1% to 29.9%) with biennial screening (Table 5). Estimates were similar for women aged 66 to 74 years with no comorbidity. Among women aged 75 to 89 years with comorbidity, estimates were 48.4% (95% CI = 46.1% to 50.8%) with annual and 27.4% (95% CI = 26.3% to 28.4%) with biennial screening. Slightly lower estimates were obtained for women in this age group with no comorbidity.

Estimates of the cumulative probability of a woman receiving at least one false-positive biopsy recommendation after 10 years had a similar pattern to that of false-positive recall. In summary,
Table 1. Characteristics of older women (aged 66–89 years) diagnosed with incident breast cancer who underwent screening mammography between 1999 and 2006 in the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>1-year interval breast cancer*</th>
<th>2-year interval breast cancer†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of women</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>1047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median screening interval, months</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66–74</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–89</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlson score, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>73.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity, %‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>84.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown/other</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, % f, kg/m²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underweight (≤18.5)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (18.5–24.9)</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight (25–29.9)</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese I (30–34.9)</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese II/III (≥35)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing§</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>44.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of detection, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen-detected</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–12 months</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13–24 months</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Cancer diagnosed within 12 months of screening examination.
† Cancer diagnosed within 24 months of screening examination.
‡ Body mass index is calculated when weight is between 50 and 500 pounds and height is between 48 and 87 inches. Only resulting body mass index values between 15 and 90 are considered valid, and other values outside this range are set to missing.
§ Proportions were computed from among nonmissing values.
|| Screen-detected breast cancer is defined as diagnosis after a positive screening mammography result and before the next screening examination.

Cumulative risk decreased as screening interval increased, and cumulative risk was higher among women with comorbidity (Table 5).

Discussion

We found that biennial screening mammography for women aged 66 to 89 years, irrespective of comorbidity, results in a similar risk of presenting with advanced-stage disease as annual screening mammography. This suggests that annual screening for women without comorbidity, as reflected by a Charlson score of 0, would not lead to a better balance of benefits vs harms. As is the case in younger women, most older women who undergo annual mammography are at high risk of false-positive mammography results and biopsy recommendations without added benefit from more frequent screening.

Our findings are generally consistent with earlier work showing that biennial screening compared with annual screening at age 50 to 74 years retains most benefits but results in fewer harms (15,25,26). Previous work in the BCSC did not find an increase in adverse breast tumor characteristics among women aged 50 to 89 years with breast cancer with a 2-year vs a 1-year screening mammography interval (26). A meta-analysis of the association between screening interval and mortality compared eight randomized controlled trials in relation to the length of the screening interval among the trials (rather than within the trials) (25); mortality reductions for screening every 18 to 33 months were similar to reductions for annual screening for women aged 40 to 49 and 50 to 74 years. However, the trials included in the meta-analysis did not enroll women aged more than 74 years.

Our analyses indicated no association between comorbidity, screening interval, and tumor stage at diagnosis. These results are in contrast with an earlier population-based analysis of SEER–Medicare data, which indicated that stable comorbidities—a different measure of comorbidity to the one used in this study—and ambulatory visits were independently and inversely associated with a risk of advanced-stage disease whereas unstable comorbidities were associated with an increased risk of advanced stage, after adjusting for mammography use (6). Fleming et al. (27) found that different comorbidities were differentially associated with localized vs advanced stage of breast cancer at diagnosis. For example, women with diabetes were 19% more likely to be diagnosed at advanced stage, whereas women with cardiovascular disease had 13% lower odds of being diagnosed at advanced stage (27). Moreover, women with two or more limiting conditions, such as arthritis, were found to have 50% lower odds of advanced disease (28). One of the key differences between our study and these earlier reports pertains to the measurement of comorbidity. We used the Charlson index, which has been widely applied in cancer research, and did not examine the effect of individual comorbidities. Efforts to...
investigate this question further will require a better understanding of the extent to which comorbidity serves as a marker for healthcare contact, health or lifestyle behaviors, or care-seeking style (29) and the extent to which specific comorbid conditions increase risk of more (or less) aggressive disease via biological pathways. If conditions such as diabetes increase the risk of more aggressive tumors, they may also increase risk of death from non–breast cancer causes, so screening at all or screening frequency may not affect breast cancer–specific mortality.

Our estimates of the probability of receiving at least one false-positive recall or biopsy recommendation after 10 years of annual screening are similar to those recently reported for women aged 40 to 59 years (24) and higher than in some earlier reports (30,31). Unlike these previous studies, our analysis focused specifically on older women and, for the first time, examined the extent to which false-positive rates vary by comorbidity. The lack of screening interval–related difference in adverse tumor characteristics in our study should be considered in the context of the large increase in false-positive examinations and biopsy recommendations, particularly among older women with comorbidities screened annually. We estimate that there are 4.9 million US women aged 66 to 89 years in the population with comorbidities and 14.3 million women without comorbidities (32). If these women undergo annual instead of biennial mammography, with comorbidities and 14.3 million women without comorbidities (32). If these women undergo annual instead of biennial mammography, this could result in approximately one million additional false-positive examinations and 0.29 million additional false-positive biopsy recommendations among women with comorbidity plus 2.86 million additional false-positive examinations and 0.86 million additional false-positive biopsy recommendations among women without comorbidity. Thus, if older women undergo annual screening without consideration of the presence of comorbidity, it could result in substantial morbidity from screening mammography (32).

The prevalence of multiple comorbidities among older women reported here was comparable with results from earlier studies (6,33) but somewhat lower than results previously reported by Fleming et al. (27). This difference is probably a result of our use of Medicare claims data from the inpatient, outpatient, and physician files and Group Health medical records associated with International Classification of Disease, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification diagnosis codes. We used these codes to estimate Charlson comorbidity scores with the modification of the algorithm developed by Klabunde et al. (22) to account for possible miscategorization using codes from physician claims, which captured only clinician-assigned codes related to comorbid conditions.

One of the limitations of this study concerns potential underreporting of chronic conditions, which is a well-recognized limitation of administrative data. Despite the large sample, our data are also limited by a relatively small number of breast cancer cases. Our definition of screening interval is based on the time since the woman’s previous screening mammogram and does not necessarily represent long-term patterns for individuals. Still, our study design, in which the follow-up time for identifying cases corresponds with the screening interval, reduces length bias (34). Our analysis of tumor characteristics includes only women with multiple screening mammograms. Because we did not examine women who screened less frequently, who had screened only once,
or who had never screened, we cannot address outcome variations related to infrequent or lack of screening. Although reduction in breast cancer deaths would be preferred to assessing tumor characteristics at diagnosis as a measure of benefit, advanced-stage disease strongly predicts breast cancer mortality (35). Comorbidity is clearly related to life expectancy and probability of death from non–breast cancer causes (14,36) and could affect the decision of whether to screen older women. Because there is heterogeneity in life expectancy by both chronological and physiological age (36), it will be important to consider these factors to inform future recommendations about upper age limits for screening cessation.

The strengths of our study include its representative sample of women receiving screening mammography in community practice, large sample size, geographic and racial/ethnic diversity, and use of the validated claims-based methods to estimate comorbidity scores. These data represent the largest available screening mammography dataset in the United States linked to both cancer diagnosis from tumor registries and to administrative data from Medicare claims to identify comorbid diagnoses. Finally, our study focuses on an important gap in screening research because accountable care organizations and care quality indicators do not address outcomes of screening mammography in women of advanced age or with significant comorbidities.

In conclusion, this large, population-based study of women aged 66 to 89 years indicates that undergoing biennial screening mammography is associated with similar rates of advanced-stage disease and lower cumulative rates of a false-positive recall and biopsy recommendation as annual screening, regardless of comorbidity. Because a randomized controlled trial of mammography in older women is unlikely, more high-quality observational research examining additional measures of comorbidity and breast cancer mortality may facilitate improved understanding of the benefits and harms of different screening mammography frequencies among older women and, ultimately, inform clinical and policy decisions about the appropriate use of screening in this growing population.
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